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 Check out other great titles in our catalog. Enjoy the classic Dukes of Hazzard action with this LEGO® duke's blaster featuring
detailed artwork and pixellated effects, two extra blaster barrels, a rear ladder with carrying handle and seat with an opening for
a removable enemy. This LEGO® Dukes of Hazzard Heavy Weapons set includes ten parts and a clear, B-model duke's blaster
blaster. Master the LEGO® Dukes of Hazzard Heavy Weapons action with this fun set, and get ready to blow out the tires and
take down the inter-dimensional beast! This LEGO® duke's blaster blaster is packed with an arsenal of action-packed features.
The rear ladder opens for a carrying handle, and the seat can be removed for an inter-dimensional beast. Turn the action around
and face the enemy with the two extra blaster barrels for a variety of shooting positions. Once you've shot the beast, take cover

with the ladder with a handle. The many pieces, building instructions and assorted accessories make for hours of fun with
LEGO. Master the LEGO® duke's blaster blaster and learn how to destroy an inter-dimensional beast with your friends. Build,
customize and share your creations with the LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Set with Tech Jujitsu – Sensors and Link 2.0. This set
includes the amazing Tech Jujitsu Pack, which offers sensors, 2 wireless servos, and a Track/Reach/Sense 6.0 motion sensor to
develop your own creations. What you use is up to you, but one thing is for sure, building and learning is loads of fun. This EV3
set includes a Tech Jujitsu pack, the Tech Jujitsu Base, 2 wireless servos, and an inter-dimensional beast. Master the mysteries

of creating amazing creations with LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 with the Tech Jujitsu – Sensors and Link 2.0 set. Discover new
ways to make cool creations with Tech Jujitsu technology. Enjoy the classic Dukes of Hazzard action with this LEGO® duke's
blaster featuring detailed artwork and pixellated effects, two extra blaster barrels, a rear ladder with carrying handle and seat

with an opening for a removable enemy. This LEGO® Dukes of Hazzard Heavy Weapons set includes ten parts and a clear, B-
model duke's blaster blaster. Master the LEGO® Dukes of Hazzard Heavy Weapons action with this fun set 82157476af
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